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Unit 2, p.24 
 
How is he / she related to X? 
 
First look at the family tree and then complete sentences 1 to 9 with the correct words. 
 
Note 

née [neǺ] = geborene 

 

 
Example: Clare and Tamsin Fuller are Hugh MacGregor’s  ……nieces…… 
 
1 Steven Webb is Tamsin’s ……………………………........ 

2 Andrew Webb is Tamsin’s ………………………………… 

3 Paula Harris is Tamsin’s ……………………………........ 

4 Oliver and Martha Fuller are Sarah Webb’s ……………………………........ 

5 Fred Fuller is Steven and Anne Webb’s ……………………………........ 

6 Andrew Webb is Fred Fuller’s ……………………………........ 

7 Stephanie MacGregor does not have any …………………………….... and 

……………………………...... She is an only child. 

8 Vernon Fuller is Oliver and Martha Fuller’s ……………………………........ 

9 Hugh MacGregor is Hannah Fuller’s ……………………………........ 

 
Make sentences of your own about the family tree using the following words 
 
son 
daughter 
granddaughter 
sister-in-law 

brother-in-law 
daughter-in-law 
grandmother 
cousin 

uncle 
only child 
sibling 

 
Example: sibling Vernon Fuller has two siblings. 
 
 
 

  Steven Webb    Oliver Fuller 
  (loves sushi)     (goes fishing) 
  m. Anne, née Albright     m. Martha, née Young 
  (likes shopping)    (has five cats) 
       
                          ________ ____________                                                   ________   
        
 Henry W. Paula W. Sarah W. ∞ Fred Fuller  Hannah Fuller 
 (collects beer (dances  (writes novels  (enjoys operas)  (likes painting) 
 mats) the polka) in her spare time)    m. Hugh MacGregor 
 m. Elizabeth,       (plays cricket) 
 née Collins   ________________________    
 (grows bonsai trees)      Stephanie MacGregor 
   Vernon F. Tamsin F. Clare F.  (is keen on 
 Andrew Webb  (plays the (does yoga) (is good at  playing games) 
 (watches science  drums)  tap dancing) 
 fiction films) 
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Who’s good at tap dancing?  
 
Use the family tree to answer the questions correctly. 
 
Example:  
Who do you think enjoys a quiet life in the open air?  
Oliver Fuller – he goes fishing. 
 

1 Who do you think makes a lot of noise and disturbs his family?  
2 Who do you think has a new outfit every week? 
3 Who do you think spends hours in front of the computer? 
4 Who do you think likes Star Wars? 
5 Who do you think likes going to Japanese restaurants? 
6 Who do you think likes to talk with her niece about dancing? 

 
Examples:  
Does Martha spend a lot of money on cat food? Yes, she does. 
Does Fred enjoy musicals? No, he doesn’t. He enjoys operas. 
 

7 Does Andrew Webb watch romantic films? 
8 Does Vernon Fuller play the piano? 
9 Does Hugh MacGregor play cricket? 
10 Does Henry Webb collect glass animals? 
11 Does Anne Webb have lots of plastic bags at home? 
12 Does Tamsin Fuller do karate? 

  
 
Every day … 
 
Use each of the phrases of time below to make a true sentence about one or more members of the 
Fuller, Webb and MacGregor families. 
 
every morning 
once a week 
on weekends 

every Tuesday and Thursday 
morning and evening 
in the summer 

during the week 
after school 

 
Example:  
Martha Fuller feeds her cats every day, morning and evening. 
 

 


